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Agenda for workshop
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Introduction
– WSP and its role in the LCWIP

WSP

— WSP is a consultancy company – covering planning, environment,
engineering in the UK and abroad

— Today’s WSP attendees are James Purkiss, Becky Sewell and Josh
Milne, all working in the transport planning team

— WSP was appointed by the Department for Transport to provide
advice and training to 35 authorities. This included support to
develop the Reading LCWIP, which extends into the eastern area of
West Berkshire

— West Berkshire Council appointed WSP in June 2020 to provide
technical support to develop and complete a Local Cycling &
Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) for the Newbury & Thatcham
areas.
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Introduction
– Background to LCWIPs

Purpose of LCWIPs

— Plan for walking and cycling using evidence and data on existing and potential future
demand;

— Focus on short-distance utility trips rather than leisure journeys;
— Target investment where it can have the greatest impact;
— Identify cycling and walking infrastructure improvements in readiness for funding bids; and
— Plan cycling and walking networks which meet core design outcomes (examples below).

TfL Planning for Walking Toolkit, 2020
London Cycling Design Standards, 2014
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Introduction
- LCWIP Stages

Overview



Stage 1 – LCWIP Scope

LCWIP Stages 1-2

Geographical Scope
• LCWIP will be focussed on journeys

within Newbury and Thatcham
• LCWIP will refer to key recreational

routes but will not focus on them

Scale
• The LCWIP will focus on a strategic

network only at this stage –
connecting to key destinations, key
locations, improving key routes

• The LCWIP will identify indicative
connections from key surrounding
settlements

A phased approach to LCWIP
• Intention is that the LCWIP will be

developed over time, with
additional routes added in future
iterations of the plan

Focus of first iteration of LCWIP



Local Cycling & Walking
Infrastructure Plan Stage 3:
Network Planning for Cycling
Challenges & Opportunities



Key Issues

• Relatively flat and
compact

• Key physical barriers,
particularly the dual
carriageway relief
road, other main
roads, river, canal and
railway

• Missing links

22 July 2020 9

Key Physical Barriers to
Cycling

3. Network Planning for Cycling
– Challenges & Opportunities



Recorded Cyclist Casualties 2016-2018

https://bikedata.cyclestreets.net/
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• 14 personal injury
collisions along A4
through Thatcham

3. Network Planning for Cycling
– Challenges & Opportunities

AMENDED POST-WORKSHOP



Morning Peak
Cycle Counts,
June 2019
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• Data
collected for
12 locations

• Highest flows
on east-west
routes
between
Newbury &
Thatcham
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3. Network Planning for Cycling
– Challenges & Opportunities



Local Cycling & Walking
Infrastructure Plan Stage 3:
Network Planning for Cycling
Methodology



Process
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LCWIP Stage 3: Network Planning for Cycling

Identify origins and destinations

Connect origins and destinations with
straight lines (desire lines)

Identify strategic cycling corridors

Prioritise a selection of strategic cycle
corridors to take forward for further

development

Undertake cycle route audits

Map prioritised primary cycling
corridors to most direct existing routes

Identify key improvements

The technical guidance outlines the
process for network planning for cycling.

Guidance directs that cycle network
planning should start with straight line
connections (desire lines) which are
mapped to roads later in the process.

This is to ensure that, wherever possible,
there is a focus on the providing the most
direct cycle routes.

For this iteration of the LCWIP, a selected
number of corridors will be taken forward.
Other corridors can be developed as
resources allow.



Journey Origins
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— Followed Department for
Transport guidance

— Based on existing and
future residential areas.

— Lower layer census output
areas (LSOAs) used to
represent existing
residential
neighbourhoods (these
are created by Office for
National Statistics (ONS)).

— Single points (known as
population-weighted
centroids – available as a
dataset from ONS) used to
represent the origin of
cycling trips within each
output area.

— New ‘nodes’ used to
represent journeys from
large-scale future
developments.

4. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Journey Origins -
Clustering
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— DfT LCWIP guidance
suggests that origin
points in close
proximity to each
other are clustered
to simplify the
analysis.

— The mapping
analysis proposes 11
origin clusters
(purple circles on
the plan).

— Mostly large
residential areas
separated by key
physical barriers

4. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Journey Destinations
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— DfT guidance suggests
using only the most
significant trip
generators for larger
plan areas.

— Following categories of
destination are
proposed on the basis
of likely trip generation
potential:
— Key employment

areas
— Town centres
— Other major retail

sites
— Rail stations and

bus station
— Larger education

facilities
— Hospital

— This provides a
manageable number
of destinations for a
range of journey
purposes for the
analysis.

4. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Connecting origins to destinations
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— Objective – identify a cycle network for the whole of the plan area.
— A cycle network is comprised of many separate links – a longer cycle journey

will make use of a number of links via intermediate destinations
— Guidance directs that cycle network planning starts with straight line

connections (desire lines) which are mapped to roads later in the process

— Points to bear in mind:
• Need to plan for future travel as well existing travel patterns
• Incomplete knowledge of numbers of existing cycle trips across the town
• Data on commuting to work (Census 2011) and travel to school (Schools

Census 2011) is now 8 years old
• No equivalent dataset for other journey purposes

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Data and evidence: Highest forecast future commuting flows – top 30
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— Propensity to Cycle Tool models the likely increase in cycle commuting under different scenarios
— Based on census 2011 data
— Plan shows corridors with top 30 highest forecast cycle flows if England-wide cycling levels

doubled. Takes account of trip distance, hilliness and socio-demographic factors which influence
cycle take-up

— (note that start and end points are population-weighted centroids and might not match location of
actual destinations)

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Data and evidence: Highest forecast future commuting flows – top 100
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3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Data and evidence: Highest forecast future commuting flows – top 200

22 July 2020 20

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Data and evidence: Highest forecast future cycle to school flows
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— Propensity to Cycle
Tool models the likely
increase in cycling to
school under different
scenarios

— Also based on 2011
data

— Plan shows corridors
with top 30 highest
forecast cycle flows if
England-wide cycling
levels doubled. Takes
account of trip
distance, hilliness and
socio-demographic
factors which
influence cycle take-
up

— (note that start and
end points are
population-weighted
centroids and might
not match location of
actual destinations)

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Data and evidence:
Potential for cycling to a
range of destinations –
top 50 lines
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— Origin clusters
connected to
destination clusters
with straight lines
(‘desire lines’)

— Plan to the right
shows the top 50
links (in  terms of
their potential for
cycle trips)

— The width of the
connections is based
on a gravity model
(distance and relative
importance of
destination)

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Rapid Cycleway Prioritisation Tool
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3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology

https://www.cyipt.bike/rapid/west-berkshire/m.html

— Developed
quickly by
DfT as part of
Covid
response

— Top ranked =
corridors with
high cycle
potential +
‘spare’ traffic
lane

— Cohesive
network = all
corridors with
high cycle
potential
(including
narrow
sections)



Potential
Strategic
Connections
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3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology

Plan shows a
potential
network of
straight-line
connections
between
origins and
destinations
They
represent the
ideal,
straightest
route but not
the routes
which are
available on
the ground
Mapping to
available
routes forms
the next stage



Prioritisation
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— Not all the strategic cycling corridors can be developed at once
— We propose to take forward a shortlist of routes

— Criteria for shortlisting could include:
• Evidence and data on potential cycle flows
• How well corridors connect to schools and colleges
• How well new development sites are served

3. Network Planning for Cycling
- Methodology



Local Cycling & Walking
Infrastructure Plan Stage 4:
Network Planning for Walking
Challenges & Opportunities



Key Issues

• Denser walking network
than for cycling

• Town centre streets
pedestrian and cycle only

• Investment in town centre
public realm

• Some of the issues
highlighted for cycling also
applicable to walking e.g.
severance

• Need to assess how suitable
walking routes are for
everybody, including those
with disabilities or mobility
issues

• Some neighbourhoods less
well-connected than others

• Missing links?

22 July 2020 27

Key Physical Barriers to
Walking

3. Network Planning for Cycling
– Challenges & Opportunities



Local Cycling & Walking
Infrastructure Plan Stage 4:
Network Planning for Walking
Methodology



Process
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Identify origins and destinations

Define core walking zone/s

Identify key walking routes

Prioritise a selection of key walking
routes to take forward for further

development

Undertake walking route audits

Identify key improvements

LCWIP Stage 4: Network Planning for Walking

The technical guidance outlines the
process for network planning for cycling.

The process for walking network planning
works with routes rather than straight
lines. The guidance notes that ‘in most
places a comprehensive network, which
accommodates most pedestrian trips,
already exists. Although routes may exist,
people may be deterred from using them
due to severance issues, such as the need
to cross roads, or because the facilities
are poorly designed or maintained.’

For this iteration of the LCWIP, a selected
number of corridors will be taken forward.
Other corridors can be developed as
resources allow.
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Purpose = identifying key areas and routes for
improvement

Guidance uses following terminology:

> Core Walking Zones: ‘normally consist of a
number of walking trip generators that
are located close together - such as a
town centre or business parks…within
CWZ all of the pedestrian infrastructure
should be deemed to be important’

> Key Walking Routes – important
pedestrian routes connecting to Core
Walking Zones

3. Network Planning for Walking
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3. Network Planning for Walking

Proposed Core Walking Zone Boundaries

For this iteration of
LCWIP the Core
Walking Zones will
be based on Town
Centre Commercial
Area boundaries
(from the
Development Plan
Policies Map) and
main rail stations

2km catchment
areas – awkward
boundary. Suggest
KWRs should
extend to edge of
built-up area of
Newbury &
Thatcham



• Restricted to a limited number of routes for this LCWIP iteration

• This is due to the nature of the follow-on tasks (auditing routes + creating schedule of
improvements), which can be data-heavy / time-intensive

• Additional routes can be added as LCWIP develops

• Legibility (ease of finding route) of main streets vs more pleasant side streets /
shortcuts?

32

3. Network Planning for Walking

Key Walking Routes



Your views
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Your views

Any General Questions?

• Methodology – is the methodology clear? Do you have questions about the LCWIP
process or the content of the briefing note circulated earlier this week?

We would also like your views specifically about the following topics:

• Physical barriers to cycling and walking - have all the major barriers and severance issues
been identified?

• Origins and destinations – have all of the most significant origins and destinations been
identified?

• Cycling network map (straight line corridors) - are all the key corridors identified?

• Walking network map – please help to identify the Key Walking Routes connecting into
the chosen Core Walking Zones.

• Prioritisation criteria (Walking and cycling) – which routes should be shortlisted for
further development in this iteration of the LCWIP and why?

Interactive Session (Miro)



Introduction

22 July 2020
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This…

…but on here
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1) We will start with an
Introductory Exercise so you can
familiarise yourselves with Miro

2) We will then go through each
of the plans individually for
comment.



Introduction

22 July 2020
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3) We will ask you to provide comment on
the plans using virtual sticky notes.

Spac
e for
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4) We will look at the barriers to
movement, network planning for cycling,
core walking zones and key walking
routes. We will invite you to draw the
alignments/provide comment. We will
invite comment on which routes to
shortlist.



Next steps



• WSP will take forward a shortlist of primary cycle corridors and key walking routes

• WSP will carry out audits and site visits using the Department for Transport audit tools

• WSP will identify required improvements required to bring these up to a suitable
standard

• West Berkshire Council officers will share the interim findings of the route selection and
route audit process and invite feedback
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Next steps

What happens after the workshop



WSP House
70 Chancery Lane
London
WC2A 1AF
wsp.com


